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Valency	
  Alterna1ons
• valency	
  alterna?ons	
  have	
  been	
  
studied	
  and	
  described	
  comprehensively	
  
for	
  some	
  individual	
  languages
• no	
  real	
  aFempt	
  has	
  been	
  made	
  to	
  perform	
  a	
  
large-‐scale	
  cross-‐linguis2c	
  study	
  
• our	
  current	
  project	
  collects	
  comparable	
  data	
  
for	
  valency	
  paFerns	
  and	
  alterna?ons	
  in	
  30	
  
diverse	
  languages	
  worldwide
• in	
  our	
  presenta?on	
  today,	
  detailed	
  data	
  on	
  
alterna?ons	
  from	
  11	
  languages	
  is	
  used

Project	
  languages	
  (for	
  basemap)

L‘s	
  with	
  more	
  detailed	
  alterna1on	
  data

Data	
  collec1on

Data
• counterparts	
  ('transla?ons')	
  from	
  35	
  
languages	
  for	
  70	
  verb	
  meanings	
  (conceived	
  of	
  
as	
  representa?ve	
  of	
  the	
  verbal	
  lexicon)	
  
• one	
  primary	
  valency	
  frame	
  (coding	
  frame)	
  and	
  
all	
  possible	
  alterna?ve	
  valency	
  frames	
  
(derived	
  coding	
  frames)	
  for	
  each	
  counterpart	
  
• coding	
  frames	
  include	
  informa?on	
  on	
  
argument	
  coding	
  (ﬂags	
  &	
  indexes)
• arguments	
  are	
  assigned	
  to	
  microroles	
  ('verb-‐
speciﬁc	
  roles')	
  and	
  coding	
  sets	
  

Example	
  from	
  
German

Meaning	
  Label:	
  	
   EAT	
  
Verb	
  form:	
  	
  

essen

Coding	
  frame:	
  	
   1-‐nom	
  V.sbj[1]	
  2-‐acc
Microroles:	
  

EATER(1)	
  

	
  

EATEN	
  THING(2)

Coding	
  Sets:	
  

nom	
  &	
  V.sbj	
  

	
  

acc	
  

Example:	
  	
  

Das	
  Kind	
  isst	
  den	
  Apfel.

Alterna2on	
  1:	
  	
   Passive:	
  	
  	
  

ü	
  (Der	
  Apfel	
  wurde	
  (von	
  dem	
  Kind)	
  gegessen.)

Derived	
  Frame:	
   2-‐nom	
  passV‘.sbj[2]
Coding	
  Set:	
  

nom	
  &	
  V.sbj	
  

Alterna2on	
  2:	
  	
   Object	
  Omission:	
  	
   ü	
  (Das	
  Kind	
  isst.)
Derived	
  Frame:	
   1-‐nom	
  V‘.sbj[1]
Coding	
  Set:	
  

nom	
  &	
  V.sbj

Alterna2on	
  3:	
  	
   be-‐	
  Applica?ve:	
  	
   û	
  	
  (*Das	
  Kind	
  be-‐isst	
  den	
  Apfel.)

Alterna1ons	
  and	
  Alternants
Alterna?on	
  à	
  rela?on	
  between	
  two	
  alternants
• e.g.	
  Causa?ve:
	
   1	
  V	
  	
  	
  
(1	
  runs)	
  	
  à	
  3	
  1	
  V‘	
  	
   	
  	
  (3	
  causes	
  1	
  to	
  run)
	
   1	
  V	
  2	
  	
  (1	
  breaks	
  2)	
  	
  à	
  3	
  1	
  V‘	
  2	
  (3	
  causes	
  1	
  to	
  break	
  2)
• Alternants	
  (a.k.a	
  Diatheses	
  or	
  Voices)	
  
• Alternants	
  can	
  consist	
  more	
  than	
  one	
  coding	
  
frame	
  (a.k.a.	
  subcategoriza?on	
  frame)

Compara1ve	
  and	
  L	
  speciﬁc	
  concepts
Compara2ve	
  Concepts:
• microroles	
  (EATER,	
  HITTER,	
  LIKER,	
  RUNNER,	
  …)
• verb	
  meanings	
  (EAT,	
  HIT,	
  LIKE,	
  RUN,	
  …)	
  
Language	
  Speciﬁc	
  Concepts:	
  
• coding	
  frames	
  (1-‐nom	
  2-‐acc	
  V.sbj[1],	
  …)
• coding	
  set	
  (nom,	
  acc,	
  sbj.V,	
  obj.V,	
  við&acc…)
• alternant	
  (“voice”)	
  (set	
  of	
  coding	
  frames)

Visualiza1on
• How	
  can	
  we	
  visualize	
  linguis?c	
  diversity?
– Show	
  diﬀerences/similari?es	
  between	
  languages	
  
– Basic	
  idea:	
  use	
  a	
  constant	
  “universal”	
  base	
  map,	
  
and	
  show	
  each	
  language	
  as	
  a	
  separate	
  overlay
– Op2mize	
  base	
  map	
  to	
  highlight	
  varia2on	
  among	
  
the	
  languages	
  to	
  be	
  compared
– With	
  suﬃcient	
  data,	
  suitable	
  base	
  maps	
  approach	
  
an	
  average	
  (“universal”)	
  language	
  structure
– Construc?on	
  of	
  a	
  base	
  map	
  is	
  similar	
  to	
  the	
  
seman?c	
  map	
  approach	
  from	
  linguis?c	
  typology

Visualiza1on
• Three	
  aspects	
  to	
  be	
  visualized:
– Visualize	
  alternants	
  (“voices”)	
  individually	
  
– Visualize	
  alterna2ons	
  (“rela?ons	
  between	
  
alternants”)
– Visualize	
  similarity	
  between	
  alterna2ons	
  across	
  
all	
  languages	
  (“typology	
  of	
  alterna?ons”)
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1.	
  Alternants
• An	
  alternant	
  (e.g.	
  German	
  Passive	
  marked	
  
with	
  werden+ParBzip	
  II)	
  is	
  characterized	
  by	
  a	
  
mapping	
  between	
  microroles	
  (“lexical	
  roles”)	
  
and	
  coding	
  sets	
  (“language	
  speciﬁc	
  marking”).
– HITTER,	
  THROWER,	
  etc	
  (“agents”)	
  are	
  marked	
  
with	
  preposi?onal	
  phrase	
  von	
  +	
  NP	
  +	
  Da:ve	
  case
– HIT	
  THING,	
  THROWN	
  THING,	
  etc	
  (“pa?ents”)	
  are	
  
marked	
  with	
  Nomina:ve	
  case	
  +	
  Verb	
  inﬂec:on

• For	
  base	
  map,	
  use	
  microroles,	
  and	
  posi2on	
  
them	
  according	
  to	
  average	
  co-‐expression
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cry causer
make
causer
tearing
play
location
place
wipe
goal
cutting
goal/place
break
make
wash
eat
location
location
rain
goal
taken
from
place
fall goal
shave
running
look beneficiary
beneficiary
effectee
pushing goal
rolling
location
wipe
search
cover
burn instrument
instrument
instrument
making material

search
wash
push
build
tie beneficiary
beneficiary
beneficiary
beneficiary

cook beneficiary
building material

carry instrument
make
grind
wipe
beat
peel
dig
cut beneficiary
beneficiary
beneficiary
beneficiary
climb
instrument

hiding affectee
tying instrument

load
put beneficiary
beneficiary
digging instrument
eating
instrument
sung-to
person

fall causer
drier / dry
raincauser
causer

causers
cough
causer
scare
see
causer
blink
like causer
causer

tying goal

rain maker

toy

screamed at person

live
sit causer
causer

carry
say
causer
pour
put
laugh
bring
jump
play
sing
hug
dig
causer
causer
push
help
scream
cover
causer
meet
sit
search
shave
shout
teach
throw
wash
smell
steal
hide
load
take
look
down
tie
causer
causer
causer
causer
eat
causer/feeder
follow
fear
fill causer
causer

leave causer
wipe
causer
tear causer
know
climb
build
think
causer

run causer

peel causer

sadness causer

sink-(caus)er

learned
thing
coughed
attaking
person/bodypart
source
cominglearner
person/thing

hitting instrument

bringing recipient

go causer
send
causer
causer
hear causerdress

killing instrument

throwing goal
winked at personthought (abstract)
life location
hit location
met
obstacle/thing
sink
saddening
thing
beating instrument
searched entity

loading place

appear causer
sickness
causer

cook causer

receiving source

sending recipient
cooking instrument

grind
causer
break
touch
show
beat
talk
hitfor
causer
causer
causer
causer
ask
causer
give
causer
tell
causer

want causer

marry
causer
hunt
roll causer
causer

going goal
cutting
instrument
digging
place
sleepy
longer
head
dream(t-of
thing)
dreamer

breaking instrument
stealing source

cutting causer

hunger causer

running place

tearing source

instruments

push
name/say
frighten
follow
cover-beneficiary
throw
break
climb
jump
think
want
pour
eat
beneficiary
beneficiary
beneficiary
maleficiary
beneficiary
addressee
hear
look
tear
instrument
instrument
affliction/disease
cause
fall beneficiary
instrument
instrument
of
death

places

pain causer

hiding
killing
fill beneficiary
beneficiary
sitting-down place
building location
appeargrinding
location
dying
location
location
presence
proposed
known
to person
maker
longed
sayer
for
(quotation)
person/thing
needee
search
location
assassination
instrument
feeling
cold
locus
come
takegoal
to goal
goal
follow
goal
carrying
jump
locationgoal
sitting
place related leaving
place
place
rolling
goal
putting goalliving
pouring
runsource
goal
meet
musical
instrument
spoken
to
falllocation
source
coughed
stumbling
capsizing
up
person
entity
thing
sick
feeling
person
saying
location
Q person

grinding instrumentpouring goal

carry beneficiary

name
causer
kill causer
chill causer
killer/death
causer
playing partner

burner
shaving instrument

washing instrument

laughed-about thing

peel instrument
touching instrument
boiler

Q asked
person
cut thing/person
(w/
scisspr)
shouted
words
driven out thing/person
out driver

appear beneficiary
frightening thing/instr.

peel
game saying addressee
cover
cutterproposer
(w/ scissors)
laugh
shaved person

cried after/for person

talked to person

dug hole/ground
drowned thing/person

cold
thing
speaker
Q asker
calledthing
to/for person
cleaned
assassinee

talked about caller
content

assassin
cleaner
bringing
hiding instrument
instrument

filling material

wiping
surface thing
remembered
name
showing addressee

roller

married person

hunted thing

giving recipient

rememberer
marrying person

tellee
askee

teachee

wanted thing
shoutee

hunter

thought content

climbing goal
requested thing

song

fear stimulus
taught content
left place/person

clothes

dressee

helpee

told content
wiped material

followee

gift

peeled object
ground thing
filled container
stolen
thing
torn
thing
poured substance

smelledpushee
entity
huggeething
covered
namee
searched
for thing
known thing/person
touchee
tied thing
wanter

patients
shown thing
met person

received thing

brought thing
dug up thing

frightenee
put thing
thrown thing

maker

appearer
fallee
hungry person
sent thing

grinder
pusher

liker
freezing person

shaved
body part
pain-feeler
beatee
washed
entity
hittee
taken
thing
cutcrier
thing
receiver
carried
thingthing
broken

hidden thing
seen entity sick person
eatenkillee
food

built thing
cooked food

rain

heard sound
looked at entity

loaded thing
made thing

pain locus
said content

cooker blinker
hearer
sitdowner

teacher
asker
digger
sayer
breaker
shower
liver
hider
wiper
loader
beater
hitter
cutter
stealer
coverer
screamer
singer
filler
bringer
runner
toucher
searcher
cougher
shaver
helper
thrower
taker
tier
hugger
pourer
washer
carrier
tearer
giver
eater
putter
teller
shouter

agents

boiled thing peeler
dry thing
smeller
talker
frightener
knower
builder
fearer
climber
sad personjumper
laugher
looker
thinker
sitterplayer
dieer
sunken entity
rolling follower
entity

specialist/hunter
liked entity

killerdresser
namer
meeter

seeer
sender

burnt thing
goer

431 different microroles

leaver

-0.4

Position determined by first two dimensions of singular vector decomposition
-0.2
0.0
0.2
0.4
of normalized
microrole similarity
measured by multilingual
coexpression
mds[,1]

Passive (werden)_German

NP-nom V.subj (46)
von+NP-dat (46)
LOC (5)
NP-dat (5)

15

02 benefactive/possession of U (+gi)_Hoocąk

und.V (76)
act.V (40)
LOC (7)

16

Participial Passive_Russian

NP-ins (49)
NP-nom & V.subj (37)
LOC (6)

17

Antipassive Alternation_Bezhta

NP-abs & abs.V (31)
NP-instr (23)
NP-lat (10)
LOC (4)
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Passive (werden)_German

Negative Accusative-Genitive alternation_Russian

NP-nom V.subj (46)
von+NP-dat (46)
LOC (5)
NP-dat (5)

02 benefactive/possession of U (+gi)_Hoocąk

und.V (76)
act.V (40)
LOC (7)

NP-gen (35)
NP-nom & V.subj (35)
NP-ins (9)
LOC (4)
NP-dat (4)

Antipassive Alternation_Bezhta

NP-abs & abs.V (31)
NP-instr (23)
NP-lat (10)
LOC (4)
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2.	
  Alterna1ons
• These	
  visualiza?ons	
  cannot	
  be	
  directly	
  
compared
– clusters	
  of	
  microroles	
  are	
  one	
  important	
  no?on,	
  
but	
  the	
  actual	
  coding	
  is	
  also	
  important
– but:	
  how	
  to	
  compare	
  language-‐speciﬁc	
  coding?
e.g.	
  what	
  is	
  the	
  rela?on	
  between
• German	
  von+NP-‐dat,	
  Hoocąk	
  act.V,	
  Russian	
  NP-‐ins,	
  
Bezhta	
  NP-‐abs	
  &	
  abs.V

• Our	
  proposal:	
  compare	
  alternant	
  to	
  
‘unmarked’	
  alternant	
  of	
  the	
  same	
  language
20

Passive (werden)_German

NP-nom V.subj (46)
von+NP-dat (46)
LOC (5)
NP-dat (5)

21

_German

Passive (werden)_German

NP-nom V.subj (86)
NP-acc (55)
LOC (12)
NP-dat (11)

NP-nom V.subj (46)
von+NP-dat (46)
LOC (5)
NP-dat (5)
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02 benefactive/possession of U (+gi)_Hoocąk

und.V (76)
act.V (40)
LOC (7)

23

_Hoocąk

02 benefactive/possession of U (+gi)_Hoocąk

act.V (79)
und.V (67)
LOC (11)
Ø (10)

und.V (76)
act.V (40)
LOC (7)
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_German

Passive (werden)_German

NP-nom V.subj (86)
NP-acc (55)
LOC (12)
NP-dat (11)

_Hoocąk

NP-nom V.subj (46)
von+NP-dat (46)
LOC (5)
NP-dat (5)

02 benefactive/possession of U (+gi)_Hoocąk

act.V (79)
und.V (67)
LOC (11)
Ø (10)

Difficult to
interpret ...

und.V (76)
act.V (40)
LOC (7)
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Visualize	
  Alterna1on
• Another	
  2-‐dimensional	
  representa?on:
– Use	
  horizontal	
  axis	
  for	
  ‘unmarked’	
  alternant
– Use	
  ver?cal	
  axis	
  for	
  alternant	
  of	
  interest
– Each	
  axis	
  shows	
  all	
  431	
  roles,	
  always	
  in	
  exactly	
  the	
  
same	
  order	
  (one-‐dimensional	
  base	
  map)

26

_Hoocąk

alternant
of interest
caller
grind causer
hug causer
sing causer
rain maker
meeter
cutter
cooker
leaver
wanter

all 431 microroles in the same order
(not all shown due to space)

heard sound
built thing
wanted thing
cover

Linear order from Anti-Robinson
seriation by simulated annealing

washing instrument
affliction/disease
carry beneficiary
Q asked person
look beneficiary
burn instrument
longed for person/thing

grind causer

hug causer

sing causer

rain maker

meeter

cutter

cooker

leaver

wanter

heard sound

built thing

wanted thing

cover

washing instrument

affliction/disease

carry beneficiary

Q asked person

look beneficiary

burn instrument

break location

longed for person/thing

added
possibility
of absence

absent

absent

caller

act.V
und.V
LOC
Ø

break location

‘unmarked’
alternant
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Passive (werden) from German
caller
grind causer
hug causer
sing causer
rain maker
meeter
cutter
cooker
leaver
wanter
heard sound
built thing
wanted thing
cover
washing instrument
affliction/disease
carry beneficiary
Q asked person
look beneficiary

caller

rain maker

meeter

cutter

cooker

leaver

wanter

heard sound

built thing

wanted thing

cover

washing instrument

affliction/disease

carry beneficiary

Q asked person

look beneficiary

burn instrument

break location

longed for person/thing

absent

absent

grind causer

longed for person/thing

hug causer

break location

sing causer

NP-nom V.subj
NP-acc
LOC
NP-dat
von+NP-dat

burn instrument
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Passive (werden) from German

02 benefactive/possession of U (+gi)_Hoocąk

caller

caller

grind causer

grind causer

hug causer

hug causer

sing causer

sing causer

rain maker

rain maker

meeter

meeter

cutter

cutter

cooker

cooker

leaver

leaver

wanter

wanter

heard sound

heard sound

built thing

built thing

wanted thing

wanted thing

cover

cover

washing instrument

washing instrument

affliction/disease

affliction/disease

carry beneficiary

carry beneficiary

Q asked person

Q asked person
look beneficiary
burn instrument

hug causer

grind causer

rain maker

sing causer

cutter

meeter

leaver

cooker

wanter

built thing

heard sound

cover

wanted thing

washing instrument

carry beneficiary

affliction/disease

look beneficiary

Q asked person

break location

burn instrument

absent

caller

act.V
und.V
LOC
Ø

break location
longed for person/thing

absent

caller

rain maker

cutter

meeter

leaver

cooker

wanter

built thing

heard sound

cover

wanted thing

washing instrument

carry beneficiary

affliction/disease

look beneficiary

Q asked person

break location

burn instrument

absent

longed for person/thing

absent

hug causer

longed for person/thing

grind causer

break location

sing causer

NP-nom V.subj
NP-acc
LOC
NP-dat
von+NP-dat

burn instrument

longed for person/thing

look beneficiary
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3.	
  Typology	
  of	
  Alterna1ons
• These	
  visual	
  representa?on	
  of	
  Alterna2ons	
  
can	
  directly	
  be	
  compared
• Note	
  that	
  the	
  color	
  is	
  not	
  important	
  anymore!
• Simple	
  measure	
  of	
  similarity	
  between	
  to	
  
alterna?ons	
  is	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  overlapping	
  
dots
• This	
  similarity	
  can	
  be	
  clustered	
  to	
  show	
  
typological	
  structure
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Passive (werden) from German

02 benefactive/possession of U (+gi)_Hoocąk

caller

caller

grind causer

grind causer

hug causer

hug causer

sing causer

sing causer

rain maker

rain maker

meeter

meeter

cutter

cutter

cooker

cooker

leaver

leaver

wanter

wanter

heard sound

heard sound

built thing

built thing

wanted thing

wanted thing

cover

cover

washing instrument

washing instrument

affliction/disease

affliction/disease

carry beneficiary

carry beneficiary

Q asked person

Q asked person
look beneficiary
burn instrument

hug causer

grind causer

rain maker

sing causer

cutter

meeter

leaver

cooker

wanter

built thing

heard sound

cover

wanted thing

washing instrument

carry beneficiary

affliction/disease

look beneficiary

Q asked person

break location

burn instrument

absent

caller

act.V
und.V
LOC
Ø

break location
longed for person/thing

absent

caller

rain maker

cutter

meeter

leaver

cooker

wanter

built thing

heard sound

cover

wanted thing

washing instrument

carry beneficiary

affliction/disease

look beneficiary

Q asked person

break location

burn instrument

absent

longed for person/thing

absent

hug causer

longed for person/thing

grind causer

break location

sing causer

NP-nom V.subj
NP-acc
LOC
NP-dat
von+NP-dat

burn instrument

longed for person/thing

look beneficiary
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Passive (werden) from German

02 benefactive/possession of U (+gi)_Hoocąk

caller

caller

grind causer

grind causer

hug causer

hug causer

sing causer

sing causer

rain maker

rain maker

meeter

meeter

cutter

cutter

cooker

cooker

leaver

leaver

wanter

wanter

heard sound

heard sound

built thing

built thing

wanted thing

wanted thing

cover

cover

washing instrument

washing instrument

affliction/disease

affliction/disease

carry beneficiary

carry beneficiary

Q asked person

Q asked person
look beneficiary
burn instrument

hug causer

grind causer

rain maker

sing causer

cutter

meeter

leaver

cooker

wanter

built thing

heard sound

cover

wanted thing

washing instrument

carry beneficiary

affliction/disease

look beneficiary

Q asked person

break location

burn instrument

absent

caller

act.V
und.V
LOC
Ø

break location
longed for person/thing

absent

caller

rain maker

cutter

meeter

leaver

cooker

wanter

built thing

heard sound

cover

wanted thing

washing instrument

carry beneficiary

affliction/disease

look beneficiary

Q asked person

break location

burn instrument

absent

longed for person/thing

absent

hug causer

longed for person/thing

grind causer

break location

sing causer

NP-nom V.subj
NP-acc
LOC
NP-dat
von+NP-dat

burn instrument

longed for person/thing

look beneficiary

How many points are shared?
That is a combination of how the roles are linked between unmarked and
marked alternant, but also of the lexical distribution of an alternation
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Cluster Dendrogram

as.dist(-result[-c(1:38), -c(1:38)]^0.5)
hclust (*, "complete")

Transitive from intransitive_Icelandic
Reflexive Middle (intransitive)_Russian
Reciprocal Reflexive_Russian
ver- Alternation (I)_German
Prepositional Alternation (I)_German
Recipient Alternation_Bezhta
Locative Alternation_Japanese (standard)
lexical argument increasing alternation_Mitsukaido
Instrument Alternation_Bezhta
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NP-poss-abl
NP-sup-abl

wanter

cover

built thing

wanted thing
washing instrument

heard sound

built thing

cover

wanter
heard sound

wanted thing

leaver

affliction/disease

cooker

washing instrument

cutter

Q asked person

meeter

carry beneficiary

rain maker

break location

sing causer

burn instrument

hug causer

look beneficiary

as.dist(-result[-c(1:38), -c(1:38)]^0.5)
hclust (*, "complete")

caller

grind causer

Ambitransitive_Icelandic
Ambitransitive Alternation_German
Ambitransitive Alternation_Bezhta
Caused-motion from intransitive_Icelandic
Elative
insertion_Emai
Transitive Alternation from Bezhta
causative from Mitsukaido
14 reflexive
causative (kįį)_Hoocąk
Allative insertion_Emai
Ambitransitive_Emai
direct passive_Mitsukaido
Direct Passivization Promoting O-marked argument_Japanese (standard)
Nominative Passive_Icelandic
Mediopassive_Even
Participial Passive_Russian
Passive (werden)_German
Passive_Italian
Reflexive Passive_Italian
Adversative Passive_Even
Reflexive Passive_Russian
Reflexive Middle (transitive)_Russian
Ambitransitive alt. with umlaut and -na_Icelandic
Reflexive Anticausative_Russian
Anticausative (coded)_Italian
Resultative_Even
Addressee li + hon insertion_Emai
Addressee vbiee insertion_Emai
Accusative-Genitive alternation_Russian
Projected adherence insertion_Emai
Dative Subject Ambitransitive vs. Transitive_Icelandic
Dative passive_Icelandic
Causative derivation_Bora
12 coercive/default causative (hii)_Hoocąk
11 permissive causative (gigi)_Hoocąk
13 possessive reflexive causative (karagi)_Hoocąk
14 reflexive causative (kįį)_Hoocąk
causative_Mitsukaido
Transitive Alternation_Bezhta
10 detransitive / slot filler (wa-)_Hoocąk
Object deletion_Russian
Locative change of state_Emai
Applicative li insertion_Emai
Instrument insertion_Emai
lexical argument decreasing alternation_Mitsukaido
Reciprocal Alternation_Icelandic
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Reflexive Alternation_German

Indirect Reciprocal from Even

indirect passive from Mitsukaido

Direct Passivization Promoting Ni-marked Argument from Japan

Height

caller

caller

grind causer

grind causer

hug causer

hug causer

hug causer

sing causer

sing causer

sing causer

rain maker

rain maker

meeter

meeter

cutter

cutter

cooker

cooker

-15

rain maker

-10

-5

cutter

cooker

leaver

leaver

wanter

wanter

wanter

heard sound

heard sound

heard sound

built thing

built thing

built thing

wanted thing

wanted thing

wanted thing

cover

cover

cover

washing instrument

washing instrument

washing instrument

affliction/disease

affliction/disease

affliction/disease

carry beneficiary

carry beneficiary

Q asked person

Q asked person

look beneficiary

look beneficiary

burn instrument
break location

caller

rain maker

hug causer

sing causer

cutter

meeter

leaver

cooker

wanter

heard sound

cover

built thing

wanted thing

washing instrument

Q asked person

carry beneficiary

absent

grind causer

NP-nom
NP-acc
NP-dat

longed for person/thing

break location

caller

rain maker

hug causer

sing causer

cutter

meeter

leaver

cooker

wanter

built thing

heard sound

cover

wanted thing

affliction/disease

washing instrument

Q asked person

carry beneficiary

break location

burn instrument

look beneficiary

absent

grind causer

NP-nom
NP-acc
NP-loc

longed for person/thing

absent

caller

grind causer

rain maker

hug causer

sing causer

cutter

meeter

leaver

cooker

wanter

built thing

heard sound

cover

wanted thing

affliction/disease

washing instrument

Q asked person

break location

burn instrument

look beneficiary

absent

longed for person/thing

absent

carry beneficiary

NP-nom V.subj
NP-acc
NP-all

longed for person/thing

break location

burn instrument

burn instrument

break location

longed for person/thing

burn instrument

Transitive from intransitive_Icelandic
Reflexive Middle (intransitive)_Russian
Reciprocal Reflexive_Russian
ver- Alternation (I)_German
Prepositional Alternation (I)_German
Recipient Alternation_Bezhta
Locative Alternation_Japanese (standard)
lexical argument increasing alternation_Mitsukaido
Instrument Alternation_Bezhta
Locative omission_Emai
Impersonal mediopassive_Icelandic
Genitive Passive_Icelandic
er- Alternation_German
indirect passive_Mitsukaido
Direct Passivization Promoting Ni-marked Argument_Japanese (standard)
Indirect Reciprocal_Even
Direct Obj. vs. Prepositional Obj_Icelandic
Dat-Acc Ambiditransitive_Icelandic
Comitative alternation_Russian
Reflexive (mediopassive form)_Icelandic
Comitative alternation_Even
Impersonal Passive_German
Cognate Object Insertion_German
object insertion_Mitsukaido
Reflexive deleting alternation_Even
Cognate object alternation_Russian
Object deletion_Even
Object omission_Emai
Object Omission Alternation_German
look beneficiary

look beneficiary

absent

Q asked person

longed for person/thing

carry beneficiary

0

meeter

affliction/disease

leaver

caller
grind causer
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Summary
• Objec?ve	
  way	
  of	
  ﬁnding	
  alterna2on	
  types
• No	
  typological	
  comparison	
  of	
  language-‐
speciﬁc	
  coding	
  necessary
• We	
  would	
  get	
  exactly	
  the	
  same	
  results	
  if	
  
all	
  language-‐speciﬁc	
  construc2ons	
  were	
  
characterized	
  by	
  a	
  random	
  code
• Likewise,	
  the	
  actual	
  meaning	
  of	
  the	
  
microroles	
  is	
  unimportant	
  for	
  this	
  method
• Based	
  completely	
  on	
  mapping	
  between	
  
microroles	
  and	
  language-‐speciﬁc	
  coding

